
Product Description： 

24x8.4/7.6x15mm multi saw blade granite diamond segment,professional design for the
Indian market.

From the construction of diamond segments, we have two types. One is Chinese traditional
Multi-layers Type.

This type segments can reduce the diamond & powder cost, but the diamond and Cobalt
Powder quality must be very good, otherwise the segments will not cut if the granite is very
hard, or even the segments will be broken.

Feature: 

1.High percent of bond materials,high grade of diamond

2.Multi Saw Blade Diamond Cutting Segment For Suppliers Strict quality
control,competitive price and stable quality

3.The cutting head is flat, which reduces the waste rate of stone and improves the processing
efficiency

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Multi Saw Blade Granite Diamond Segment:

Blade
Thickness  

Segment Size 
(LxWxH) Application Segment

Quantity Machine 

6.5mm 24X8.4/7.6x15mm  Stone Granite
Block 250pcs Per Set 

Single Arm
Machine,

Bridge Cutting
Machine 

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Segment-For-Stone-Block-Cutting.html


Multi Blade And Single Disc Saw Blade Specifications:



Product show 

6.5mm Multi Saw Blade Granite Diamond Segment For Indian Market







Application: 

Multi saw blade with diamond segment after sintering, the multi saw blade with diamond
segment is taken out of the stone grinding mold, and then after a series of quality inspection,
packaged and mailed to the customer.

Stone block cutting diamond segments for granite and hard stone.

Granite block diamond segment for single arm machine,bridge cutting machine.





FAQ

1.Can we use our brand?

Yes, we provide OEM service, just send your packaging design and Logo to us.

5. Do you have different quality for different kind of stone?



Yes, according hardness of stone and stone's feature, we have different typology
respectively.

6. If we need technical support, can you offer us?

Yes, we have an experienced team, offering our customers additional benefits with specific
advice, by our product management staff, engineers and technicians.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


